
 

 

Montenegro companies
 

 

Montenegro is becoming an increasingly popular destination for a lot of businesses and entrepreneurs. 

 

The main advantages are: 

- Montenegro has neither signed the Automatic Information Exchange Agreement nor indicated 

a timeline of the start of the automatic information exchange.

- Montenegrin banks are very flexible with companies registered in Montenegro; they also have 

good corresponding accounts and clients can do business worldwide.

- Company and bank account can be offered to nationalities that are regarded a high risk in 

Europe: Iran, African countries, Asian countries 

company and open account without any problem.

- Low tax regime (corporate tax 9%, dividend tax 

- Easy and straightforward bookkeeping. 

 

Montenegro is also a very interesting “residency destination” because: 

- Client has to create a local company and become i

client can obtain the permit.

- No need to present the criminal record certificate from home country.

- Extract from Montenegro bank account with at least 1600EUR on it 

- Local Medical certificate 

- Flat rental agreement in Montenegro 

- As an alternative, the residency permit can be obtained by investing in real estate. The 

minimum investment is 100’000EUR 

- Permits can be automatically issued also for family members of the investor.

 

Relocate your business to Montenegro!

 

In case of interest please contact us!

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                                                                                             

PLEASE FEEL FREE TO C

 
 

companies and residency 

Montenegro is becoming an increasingly popular destination for a lot of businesses and entrepreneurs. 

Montenegro has neither signed the Automatic Information Exchange Agreement nor indicated 

a timeline of the start of the automatic information exchange. 

Montenegrin banks are very flexible with companies registered in Montenegro; they also have 

responding accounts and clients can do business worldwide. 

Company and bank account can be offered to nationalities that are regarded a high risk in 

Europe: Iran, African countries, Asian countries – all these clients can create a Montenegro 

open account without any problem. 

Low tax regime (corporate tax 9%, dividend tax – 9%). 

Easy and straightforward bookkeeping.  

Montenegro is also a very interesting “residency destination” because:  

Client has to create a local company and become its executive director. On basis of this role the 

client can obtain the permit. 

No need to present the criminal record certificate from home country. 

Extract from Montenegro bank account with at least 1600EUR on it  

Local Medical certificate  

ental agreement in Montenegro  

As an alternative, the residency permit can be obtained by investing in real estate. The 

minimum investment is 100’000EUR  

Permits can be automatically issued also for family members of the investor.

ss to Montenegro! 

In case of interest please contact us! 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
LEASE FEEL FREE TO CONTACT US WITH ANY QUESTIONS OR QUERIES

TRUST 4 TRUST GROUP 

EMAIL: INFO@TRUST4TRUST.COM 

PH.: +41 91 220 4710 

FAX: +41 91 220 4711 

 

Montenegro is becoming an increasingly popular destination for a lot of businesses and entrepreneurs.  

Montenegro has neither signed the Automatic Information Exchange Agreement nor indicated 

Montenegrin banks are very flexible with companies registered in Montenegro; they also have 

Company and bank account can be offered to nationalities that are regarded a high risk in 

all these clients can create a Montenegro 

ts executive director. On basis of this role the 

 

As an alternative, the residency permit can be obtained by investing in real estate. The 

Permits can be automatically issued also for family members of the investor. 

                                                          
UESTIONS OR QUERIES. 


